REI KENNEX BIO

Rei Kennex’s creative mind works in mysterious ways. Though she won Ukraine’s largest national music talent show
and has pitch perfect pop-star pipes, she is anything but today’s typical female pop star. Her inspiration transcends
that genre. Whereas most of her peers worship today’s hottest artists, Rei finds her inspiration in film scores, sci-fi
books, and imaginary worlds.
“I was always fascinated by the beauty of storytelling,” says Kennex, who was born and raised in Ukraine and
currently calls Los Angeles her home. “Music in Russian cartoons and later scores by Hans Zimmer, John Williams,
and James Horner sparked my interest in music. I also have a deep love of Disney magical soundtracks, namely Alan
Menken’s work. It was actually watching The Little Mermaid that made me want to sing, and it’s on my Bucket List to
voice a badass Disney princess one day!”
Her blend of influences don’t stop there. She’s a self-proclaimed sci-fi and fantasy “geek” whose passions run the
gamut from authors Michail Bulgakov (“Master And Margarita”), Neil Gaiman (Stardust), Stieg Larsson (The Girl with
the Dragon Tattoo), and Ann Aguirre (Grimspace) to movies like Blade Runner, Star Wars, and various classics.
“Some of the most fascinating worlds exist in a human’s mind, and we spend a lot of time inside our heads, exploring
and adventuring. I project emotions and feelings of my real life into those imaginary places, and they turn into lyrics
and music.”
All of Rei’s songs have a unique duality. “They are cinematographic,” she continues. “On the one hand, they envelop
the audience in a post-apocalyptic world or an enchanted fantasy tale, but on the other hand, they are universal in
their appeal and relate to what people are going through in their real lives as well.”
Her debut EP, Mind Game, produced by Grammy Award- nominated producer Barry Weeks (Kelly Clarkson,
Backstreet Boys’ Brian Littrell, Krystal Meyers), is ripe with her refreshing, modern approach to songwriting. She
mixes her signature vocal combination of powerful notes interspersed with soft, haunting vocals with a musical
backdrop of cinematographic pop with an edgy modern sound and sharp pop sensibility. It’s the Gemini in Rei, who
co-writes all of her songs, that pushes her to go from epic, atmospheric sounds to vulnerable and intimate musical
moments on each track.
Rei puts the spotlight on life’s struggles and challenges with an either blatant sincerity or vibrant metaphors. The story,
told in her latest piece “Alone In The World”, focuses on the ongoing battle between the good and the evil that takes
place inside every human, and, most importantly, the struggle with oneself. “A short film, set in post-apocalyptic future,
served best as a visual complement to the song,” she says. Joining Emmy-Award winning director Jason Crossman,
Rei stepped forward as a visionary for this project and even did her own stunts.
Rei doesn’t have to think twice about her personal and professional mission. “I believe that art is my tool, it must serve
a higher purpose, and being the voice for animal rights and contributing to wildlife preservation is an inevitable part of
what I feel I’m called to do.” In addition to volunteering at animal organizations, she also has a deep passion for
promoting the importance of having a strong moral core and values that are more than skin-deep.
Rei’s major break came when she won the national Ukrainian music competition show American Chance, shot in LA.
This big win gave Rei, who already had two Master’s degrees in International Relations, the nudge she needed to quit
her day job as successful local TV anchor and journalist and move to the U.S., where she also earned her MFA in
Acting For Film and added filmmaking to her everyday work agenda.
The world needs an imaginative artist like Rei Kennex — someone who sees music differently, blurring the borders
between established genres, and paints vivid pictures with her unique musicality and artistic vision.

